1. The main characteristics of the mesonnucleon total cross sections, aT(n:±p), aT (K±p) and aT (K±n) , are summarized as follows : 0 • 2 > (I) The total cross sections except for K + p and K + n seem to become nearly energy independent above 25......,30
GeV I c. (II) The differences .da"==aT(n:-p) -aT(n:+p) and .dax<->=:aT(K-p) -aT(K-n)
have a tendency to become also energy independent. (III) The difference .Ja)i:> ==aT(K+p) -aT(K+n) is nearly zero, at least very small compared with .da" or .Ja)i:> below 20 Ge VI c. (IV) The total cross section aT(K+p) is nearly energy independent below 20 Ge VI c. Taking into account the above characteristics (I) to (IV), we discuss in this note a breaking of the exchange degeneracy of the vector and tensor trajectories and its implications. 2. Now, the imaginary parts of the forward spin non-flip amplitudes are generally expressed as follows:
where It follows from (III) that the exchange degeneracy (EXD) holds between Aa and A 4 and the breaking of the EXD is proportional to the deviation of .Ja';:> from zero. One may also deduce the EXD between A 1 and A2 from (IV), because A 1 (i-=t=P) depends on energy by some power at not so high energy. This is referred to as solution (A). In the solution (A) the cross sections due to Ap must be energy independent because the EXD holds for A1 and A2 and for A3 and A 4, including other J-plane singularities besides the usual simple poles. 3. It is, however, a difficulty for the usual Regge pole theory that aT becomes almost energy independent at such a low momentum as 30 Ge V /c. Thus we are led to modify the amplitudes due to the Regge poles alone by introducing the Regge cuts, especially the vacuum cut. 4 
where t14=A4/PL and dp= (Ap+.JAtfpL, and the nonet coupling scheme is assumed for 
